Abstract. Authentication, authorization and auditing are the most important issues of security on data communication. In particular, authentication is the life of every individual essential closest friend. The user authentication security is dependent on the strength of user password. A secure password is usually random, strange, very long and difficult to remember. For most users, remember these irregular passwords are very difficult. To easily remember and security are two sides of one coin. In this paper, we propose a new graphical password authentication protocol to solve this problem. Graphical password authentication technology is the use of click on the image to replace input some characters. The graphical user interface can help user easy to create and remember their secure passwords. However, in the graphical password system based on images can provide an alternative password, but too many images will be a large database to store issue. All the information can be steganography to achieve our scheme to solve the problem of database storage. Furthermore, tabular steganography technique can achieve our scheme to solve the information eavesdropping problem during data transmission. Our modified graphical password system can help user easily and friendly to memorize their password and without loss of any security of authentication. User"s chosen input will be hidden into image using steganography technology, and will be transferred to server security without any hacker problem. And then, our authentication server only needs to store only a secret key for decryption instead of large password database.
Introduction
Today"s network environment is full of dangerous attackers, hackers, crackers, and spammers. Authentication, authorization and auditing are the most important issues of security on data communication. In particular, the user authentication is indispensable to every person living closest friends, but also a key area of security research. Authentication system is based on the passwords which use the alphanumeric for authentication and identifier. Many authentication techniques including biometrics and smart card are the possible and useable applications. The authentication security can be increased, but sometime the passwords seem to remain dominant due to the drawbacks of reliability, security, or cost of other techniques [3] [11][13] [15] . Biometric techniques make use of physiological or behavioral characteristics to be their identities. Authentication may be secure, but it still needs to resolve the security usability and balance for general usage [13] . And, smart card also needs to type passwords for user authentication. In this paper, we propose a new graphical password authentication protocol to solve this problem. Graphical password technique is one of methods which may provide more secure and more efficiency system for authentication. A set of secure passwords needs to be long enough and random [4] , but that will be a problem for human to remember. Everyone will forget their settings everyday if they didn"t use again [12] . The research results showed that, when users forget their password, they can only remember part of the correctness [8] .
Usable and easy memorization is the main research issues of graphical password authentication. In this paper, we modify and redesign the Passpoints scheme to improve the efficiency of password authentication. Passpoints is a new, more secure and more flexible graphical password that proposed by Wiedenbeck et al. [23] . In addition, the stored passwords database is another common problem for graphical password systems. In our system, we use steganography technique to hide the user graphical password points on the image. Then we transfer the encryption key to server. Server only needs to store a secret key to the database. Server can use the secret key to decrypt user graphical password points from any images which store in the database. By the way, our tabular steganography technique can not only provide more security and also reduce the storage of database information. Furthermore, tabular steganography technique can achieve our scheme to solve the information eavesdropping problem during data transmission.
Related Works
Graphical password authentication protocol is first described in Blonder [7] . Graphical password authentication is an image-based authentication technique which can be divided into two categories [2] [27]. We describe these two categories, recognition-based authentication technique and recallbased authentication technique as follows.
Recognition Based
Recognition-based technique is a kind of graphical password authentication techniques which need to choose those correct pictures from many pictures. Dhamija and Perrig [18] propose a scheme which can use Hash Visualization technique [1] to support recognition-based graphical password authentication. Kotadia [16] proposes a new recognition-based graphical password authentication that is a multi-image technique with one step for authentication. In Dhamija and Perrig"s system, the system shows some random generated images and the users are asked to select a certain number of images for the authentication in the graphical interface [18] , as shown in Fig. 1 . Before use, the user needs to set in advance through the authentication sever to identify images. However, the average log-in time is longer than input alphanumeric password, but the result showed that 90% of all participants succeeded and the text-based password with PINS only 70% in the result [27] . The scheme proposed by Dhamija and Perrig was not really secure because the passwords need to store in database and that is easy to see.
Fig. 1.
Random images select used by Dhamija and Perrig [18] After that, Akula and Devisetty"s proposed algorithm [20] is similar to Dhamija and Perrig"s, the different is that it uses hash function SHA-1 rather than Hash Visualization technique. Their scheme can be more secure and require less memory than Dhamija and Perrig"s [18] . "Passface" is still a multi-image technique developed by Real User Corporation [19] . Users will be asked to choose four face images to be the password. In authentication step, the users see a grid of nine faces, as illustrated in Fig. 2 , and only one face was correct image. User should choose the correct one from these nine faces and this step will repeat four times. "Passface" is based on assumption that people can recognize human faces easier than other pictures. Nevertheless, Valentine [25] [26] has shown that "Passface" protocol is very memorable over long interruption. This is easier to remember, but not secure, users click four times in a nine grid has only equal third of the login failure rate of alphanumericbased password [21] . 
Recall Based
Another image-based authentication technique is recall-based authentication technique. "Draw-a-Secret" (DAS) is a famous recall based technique which proposed by Jermyn, et al. [11] . DAS technique allows users to draw their passwords on the interface, as shown in Fig. 3 . A user will be asked to draw a simple picture and the picture will be store for authentication. During authentication, the user is asked to draw their unique password. User should draw the same grids in the same sequence, and then the authentication will be success. DAS technique can let users draw by themselves, but need more time then alphanumeric-based password [6] , and if the users draw in the middle of two sequences, the system will be error. It is difficult that users should draw their password correct and always be same with the first time.
Passlogix [17] has developed a graphical password system which is based on a designated image. In this scheme, user should click different items on an image in order to be authenticated, as illustrated in Fig. 4 . User should recall the various items that combined their password and choose these correct items. This scheme is not flexible, but certainty provides more security. Passpoints [23] is a kind of single-images based graphical password scheme and this scheme provide more password space to support more security than textual passwords technique. Passpoints scheme also needs one picture to be the interface and allows users to click anywhere in this designated picture to be the user password. Passpoints provide large password space [10] to ensure the secure and provide more flexible interface for user. In addition, Birget et al. [10] proposed a new scheme that is based on the discretization method. Passpoints is our main subject and we will introduce and improve in next subsection. 
Passpoints
Passpoints [23] is a graphical password scheme similar to Blonder"s scheme [7] . Passpoints allows any images to be used and users can click on this designated image to complete their password authentication. A rich and colorful image can be divided into hundreds or more squares. The system of Passpoints includes both graphical and alphanumeric interfaces, but we only discussed the graphical interface. The graphical interface includes a rich picture and several buttons, as shown in Fig. 5 . The size of the picture is 451 x 331 pixels and the grid square around a click point is set to 20 x 20 pixels. The special buttons of graphical interface is the "See My Password" button, and it allows users to view their password when they are clicking for ensuring the correct password. Users choose sequence of these memorable points to be the password and it can be hashed that means more security of this graphical password system. 
Security of Passpoints
The graphical password authentication security is based on the "password space". We carefully compared the Passpoints graphical password with the alphanumeric password. In Table 1 , we show that the password space between graphical password and alphanumeric password. The image size 451 x 331 is a small password space, but with a big image and more click points will increase the password space, we show the comparison in Table 1 . "Passpoints" is secure and have enough password space, but needs to save more pictures for user to use. It will make a huge burden for database storage. In our modify scheme, we will use the "Steganography" technique to reduce the burden of database storage and get our final goalwithout any password table. 
3.
Our Graphical Password Authentication Scheme
Our Scheme
In general authentication process, the password will be hashed and stored for mapping to the correct identifier. It means the authentication database needs to store entire hashed security password. The more the users have registered to the system, the more databases will be stored for huge data. To reduce the amount of data storage is one of our main objectives. We hope that the database be able to more space to do a lot more things. We also hope that the number of users regardless of the size of the database remains the same efficiency.
The notations used in proposed scheme are summarized as follows:
A denotes the user A. ID denotes the user identity of user A. GPW denotes the encoded graphical password of user A. S denotes the server identity. N denotes a sequence number starting from 1 in the first register.
x denotes the secret key of S used to encrypt and generating a unique storage unique key storage key for each user.
ISN denotes the image serial number which user chosen to be the click image.
|| denotes the concatenation operation. ⊕denotes the bitwise XOR operation. h() represents a cryptographic hash function.
Registration Phase
In the registration phase, user will go through a security channel to register this system. We need users to set their IDs, login images and graphical password points, then server will use the secret key x to encrypt the graphical password and hide in the image which users choose. When users want to register this system, system will show the images for users to choose, and then compute the hiding values. In our scheme, we use the steganography technique to hide the encryption value in the images which are chosen by users. The encryption scheme can use AES or DES schemes. The steganography technique can also use any present scheme like vector quantization [24] scheme or others. The registration phase is processed in security environment, and the workflow is described as follows.
Step R1. A→S: User A sends registration request, ID and ISN to server S.
Step R2. Server shows the registration interface to user A. User A sets the necessary registration information, ID, ISN, and GPW then computes the verifier V = h
(S||GPW||ISN||N).
Step R3. A→S: V Step R4. Server computes the key K A = h (ID||h(x||ISN) ), and computes the hiding verifier hv
Step R5. Server will request user to practice about five times for user who can remember his or her graphical password. For example, an image will divide into many grids and we use information hiding technology to store secret key x and password in this image, as illustrated in Fig. 6. In Fig. 6 , we also show the grids to explain the information hiding. We set a key x for secret key and use click five points which definition to G1, G2, G3, G4 and G5, respectively. We use secret key x and the graphical password points to do steganography, then hide the encryption value in five secret points S1, S2, S3, S4 and S5 in the image which is chosen by user. The hiding points are embedded in the same place as the graphical password points.
Login Phase
When a user wants to login the system, the user needs to input his or her ID and choose the correct image and click correct graphical password points. Then server will take the hiding value to authenticate user. In the login phase we have two symbols are ra and rs, ra is the random number which is decided by the arrangement of nine grids and rs is the random number chosen by server. If the users forget their chosen graphic points (locations) or images they uses, then they should bring up their petition and process the system"s identity verification procedure. If the users have passed the identity verification, then they will redo the registration phase to set their new passwords. The flow is similarly to the processing of currently password forgotten processing phase. No one can help you to get your forgetting password. Because of everyone should carefully keep their passwords by themselves.
The workflows of login phase are described as follows.
Step L1. A→S: ID, ra
Step L2. Server computes K A = h (ID||h(x||ISN)), and then reduces the hv (a) from the image. Server computes V=hv (a) ⊕ K A and h( V⊕ra).
Step L3. S→A: rs, h( V⊕ra)
Step L4. A computes V = h 2 (S||GPW||ISN||N), then computes h(V⊕ra). If h(V⊕ ra) equals to the received one, then the user A authenticates server S.
Step L6. Server S uses the hiding verifier to compute u 1 =d 1 ⊕V, then computes h(u1). Then S verifies it whether equal to V, or terminates this session.
S computes u 2 =d 2 ⊕u 1 and will get h 2 (S||GPW||ISN||N+1). Finally, if h(u 2 ||rs) equals to d 3 then the server authenticates A.
The "Passpoints" system needs to store user ID, images and password table in the database. In our scheme, we use steganography technique to hide the user graphical password points in the image and our server only needs to store a secret key x. Server can use the secret key x to decrypt users" graphical password points from any images which are stored in the database.
Analysis of Our Scheme
The Security of Our Scheme
We will discuss some attacks that may occur on our scheme and describe how to resist these attacks and analyze the guessing attack. Although the graphical password scheme can resist the guessing attack, but our scheme can improve it and spare larger password space. The graphical password system assigns one user with an image and that will let the database store too much information. In our scheme, an image is chosen from a group and many users can share the same image because the secret key x is the same and the recognition scheme can provide more security for our system.
Resistance to Replay Attack
Suppose that N = n and the hacker or adversary has captured all the past authentication messages of user A which {d 1 (i), d 2 (i), d 3 (i)} for i = 1, 2, 3…., and n-1. The correct hiding verifier of A is h 2 (S||GPW||ISN||n), and the hacker or the adversary cannot login into the system by using { d 1 3 (i)}, where 1 < i < n-1. The each value is as follows: (S||GPW||ISN||n)⊕ra) to user A in the step L3 when finish receiving the ra sent from user A in step L1. Therefore, the hack or adversary cannot be successful to emulate server to cheat user A by such replay attacks we had decried before. Our scheme can certainly resist the replay attack.
Resistance to Guessing Attack and Improve Password Space
In the input phase, we show nine images for the user to choose and each image size 451 x 331 has 7.2 x 1012 numbers possibility to guess [5] , and now the numbers of possibility were 9 x 7.2 x 1012. We just discuss about the guessing attack and the security is based on the password space. The password space in our scheme can be increased and our scheme can provide more security and efficiency in graphical password system. Although the graphical password system can resist the guessing attack but in our scheme, we can provide larger password space than Passpoints and the nine grids scheme also can help us to resist more attacks.
Resistance to Forge Attack
We use the nine grids arrangement to be the random number ra for user and server S selects random number rs to user. These random numbers will be different from every login processes. If a hacker can obtain all the information which is sent on the internet, the hacker did not know the graphical password. Hacker cannot compute the correct authentication data which is h(S||GPW||ISN||n) and also cannot to produce the correct keys {d 1 
The ra used by user to authenticate the server and the rs used by server to authenticate user, only the legal user and server can get the correct values.
Resistance to Password-File Compromise Attack
Usually, the authentication server saves the keys N and ISN in the passwordfile. In our scheme, we need not to save password table, because the keys N and ISN are small and we use them to hide the hv (a) into the image. We suppose the password file of server has been compromised by hacker or adversary. If hacker has obtain the ISN, N and the hv(a) of user A. The hv (A||h(x||ISN) ). The secret key x can resist the password-file attack. Only server S can use secret key x to take out the hiding value from images. And, only server S can contrast them when the hiding value has been changed. If the secret key x has been not secret anymore, the server should change another secret key and all the users should choose their new graphical passwords and register to S again. 
Resistance to Insider Attack
The insider attack is named that user A uses the same graphical password to access several servers for convenience. If the insider hacker of server has obtained the graphical password GPW, then he can impersonate user A to access other servers. Actually, it is not easy and the insider of server cannot directly obtain the GPW, because the user cannot reveal GPW from server in the registration and login phases. The insider server also cannot know the value of GPW from user A. Another supposing that is the server wants to impersonate user A to log into another servers. If a vicious server knows the hiding verifier h 2 (S||GPW||ISN||n), and then try to impersonate A to log into another server, say S*. Then, the h 2 (S||GPW||ISN||n) will not be equal to h 2 (S*||GPW*||ISN*||n*) even if GPW* = GPW, ISN* = ISN and n* = n. The insider server cannot successfully impersonate user A to login S*. Our scheme can certainly resist the insider attack.
Resistance to Denial-of-Service Attack
Recently, denial-of-service (DOS) attack becomes the important issue on data communication security. To achieve prevention from the denial-ofserver attack, server S has to make sure that u 2 computes correctly. The d 3 can protect the integrity of d 1 and d 2 . And, the d 3 can be used to calculate the u 2 , and any unauthorized changes of d1, d 2 and d 3 will be found in the server. The hacker or adversary cannot disable any user"s account and the proposed scheme can really resist the denial-of-server attack. Our scheme can resist many kinds of attacks and improve the password space of the Passpoints system. In Table 2 , Hafiz et al. [28] show the features and possible attacks of graphical password systems, we use this table to prove our improvement and our features. The Passpoints will be attacked by guessing but the large password space can resist it. We use nine grids to decrease password space and will be more effective to resist attacks.
Improve Database Storage
Recognition based graphical password techniques has a big problem that is to store many images for users. The password database needs to store ID, password table, images and other information which server need. In the premise, server needs enough space to store many sorts of information, especially the images. It will cause equipment burden. In our scheme, we successfully overcome this problem that database does not have to store the large data instead the secret key x. No matter how many users use the system, server just needs to pass the secret key x and key x is only for server using. Although in our scheme also need to store some images but when the user member increases, our scheme will still be a very effectual scheme.
Security Policy
In graphical password system, shoulder-surfing is a big problem but many researches can solve this problem. Shoulder-surfing means a person who stands on the back of user and wants to see the password when user inputs their passwords. We introduce some schemes and our policy to prevent shoulder-surfing problem. First scheme is developed by Sobrado and Birget [14] and which system displays a number of pass-objects among many different objects. User needs to recognize pass-objects to be authenticated. Second scheme is developed by Man, et al. [22] , user needs to select a number of pictures as pass-object, but each pass-object has several variants and each variant is unique code. Third scheme is developed by Hong, et al. [5] , and this scheme still uses pass-object, but allows user to assign their own codes to pass-object variant. Shoulder-surfing is a problem, but we propose a simple scheme to prevent this problem. In traditional authentication phase, User uses mouse to click their correct passwords on the interface which uses the left-button of mouse. Our improved scheme is that we can use the rightbutton of mouse to confuse the person who wants to see the password input. Any person wants to see the password but will not know which clicks are correct. We can set our system to accept only left-button, but let right-button of mouse to click and display. User can use left-button or right-button of mouse, but only the designated-button will be accept and authenticated.
Usability of Graphical Password
The usability is very important of graphical password and number of existing graphical password schemes available on the internet. We discuss about the usability and explain why the "Passpoints" can really use in the future. In Table 3 , we show the usability features of graphical password which is made by Hafiz, et al. [28] and there are 12 schemes in the table to compare with their usability. The Passpoints scheme is the best of these 12 schemes in compare with each usability feature. The Passpoints scheme is the only scheme that can be considered as an efficient scheme. The input reliability and accuracy are one of the features which can provide the usability and users can easily remember their graphical password. Even we use nine grids but do not spend many times and we believe that our modified Passpoints still can keep efficient. For user to use our system, user clicking one of nine pictures is just like to choose one of the correct points in Passpoints. Although this is easy but can really improve the security and also can keep efficient. If the users forget their setting points or images, they can redo the setting phase by the certified phase that same as the traditional alphanumeric password certified phase. 
Conclusion
In the graphical password systems, we need the image big enough to ensure the security. Because of the large enough images can be cut into many enough sub-blocks to meet the users to set their passwords. In a small screen device, the problem is how to provide a large enough password space on a small image. The research of Passpoints suggested that user might be handled by magnification of any area of the chosen image [23] . Our research suggests that user can move the image in small screen by mouse. In the screen, the system will show the given area and when user hold the left button of mouse then user can move the image in this area that means we can put a big image in a small screen device like PDA. The limitation of graphical password system has some important issues. First, the image should be colorful and rich enough, the image should be a big enough to provide large enough password space to keep the security. And when input password may click in the middle of two grids, the fault tolerance can be set to solve this problem. Second issue is efficiency; users to use the mouse to enter a password may be slower than the keyboard. However, graphical password still has value and possibility instead of alphanumeric password.
The most important issue is the human memory. People should spend more time learning and practice the graphical password but user"s thinking and feeling this kind of graphical password will be much easier than alphanumeric password [23] . Finally, this paper reports a new scheme of graphical password and combines with another technology to improve database of server. In cryptography, security is based on the strength of password. Most passwords belong to alphanumeric password which is developed from symmetric cryptographic algorithm to asymmetric cryptographic algorithm. That shows the importance that saving password is in password-table. We provide a new scheme of graphical password and prove that our scheme can solve the problem of database storage. All information can be steganography to achieve our scheme and can solve the problem of database storage. Furthermore, the information eavesdropping problem during data transmission can be overcome by our tabular steganography technique. Overall, our modified graphical password system can help user easy and friendly to memory their password and without loss of any security of authentication. User"s chosen input will hide into image using steganography technology, and transfer to server security without any hacker problem. And then, our authentication server only needs to store a secret key X for decryption instead of large password database.
